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Stefan Sargent

Eliminate

Reduce
No one is willing to look at
the ﬁnancial issues

Increase
Confusion about the
organisation has to do
with the minimal structure
GC became a guide in my
professional and personal
development
Richard - the story of
Peace Leaders in NB and
the challenge of inviting
people into leadership for
what they have passion for
and the polarity of action
vs process

Create
Richard The macro story of
GC from 2001 to today.
Birthed in the turmoil of
9/11, changing of the
world, and even more
relevant to invite
conversations. Plus the
evolution of energy of the
GC organization over time.

The capacity of the GC
method to allow what
wants to emerge. - Go
slow to go fast
Richard - the capacity this
container has for
connection and
community… stories of
connection and
community

Eliminate

Reduce

Increase

3D Model of MWT
Demonstrating learning
styles and coming as we
are

Create

Eliminate

Reduce
So many glad stories in
GC, in other organization
there are often more sad
or glad stories

Increase
So many glad stories in
GC, in other organization
there are often more sad
or glad stories
Storytelling is actually
used as technique in the
organization, great and
cozy
We talk both about what
works and does not work
20 yrs of expertise of
working with online
communities
Keeping in mind the value
of ‘what is nourishing’ as
GCO
So many things possible
People come as they are

Create

Eliminate

Reduce

Increase

Chris Weaver brings Five
to Fold to Genuine Contact

Chris Weaver - Fire Keeper
Sitting around a ﬁre at
Virginia
Honoring Grief in GC

Create

The Power of
empowerment

More Space for your Stories
Firekeeper. Chris Weaver. A teacher
working with kids who were a bit
outside of society. He had a camp, an
alternative school. Every time he spoke
he touched my heart. Deep, kind,
poetic. He brought Five to fold to GC..
Radically changed our voting process. <
this story has glad, sad, and mad in it.
Nordic OST on OST. See the waves
moving up and down, as if the ocean
was breathing. We sat where we could
see the lake, the cliffs. It made the
talking difficult, because the
surrounding took our attention. There
were two eagles, grabbing the same
fish, falling.. Both dropped the fish 10m
above the ground..It was like a dance.

Gathering @Birgitt/Ward’s.
People from a lot of different
countries joining. We would go
to the lake. The circle was so
large that we couldn’t hear each
other. It was funny to be intimate
and shouting..
The year of our first strategic
plan. “Whoever comes”.
Someone said ‘the strategic plan
belong to the leadership team’. I
was the only one there from the
leadership team and felt like a
deer in the headlights...In that
moment a decision was made
that there would be a separate
team for this. Sigh of relief: not
everything has to be done by the

People joining as they
are
in GC
meetings.
GLAD
- People
joining as they
Eating
meetings,
are ininGC
meetings. Eating in
sleeping
in meetings.
meetings,
sleeping in meetings.
GLAD - Curious about OHB
workshop Anna
Caroline/Thomas were offering. I
Curious
about OHB
researched
GC, and found a GC
workshop Anna
consultants
website. On it, Birgitt
Caroline/Thomas were
described
her wayGC,
of working. I
offering. I researched
loved
hera GC
style
of writing, clear,
and found
consultants
website.
it, Birgit
honest,On
open,
with spirit and
described
her
way
of
love. I was convinced:
I trust her,
working. I loved her style of
this
is clear,
the kind
of open,
people I can
writing,
honest,
connect
with.
I joined
with
spirit and
love.
I was the
convinced:
this is
workshopI trust
andher,
absolutely
love
the
kind
of
people
I
can
the DET.
connect with. I joined the
workshop and absolutely
love the DET.

availability

Dancing with the world
Thriving

hope
Exponential growth
Collaboration

Harmonizing

Co-create

Ripple effect

